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FIRTS QUARTER STRENGTHENING WORKSHOP
NAME: _________________________________________________________ 7ª _____

Look at the information in the table and write about what they like and don’t like.

Answer the questions.
1. What does Paul like?
Paul likes ………………………………………………………………………………………
2. What does Emma like?
Emma ………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. What do Pam and Sue like?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. What doesn’t Paul like?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5. What don’t Pam and Sue like?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Give short answers.
1. Does Paul like apples? …………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. Does Emma like pears? ………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. Do Pam and Sue like oranges? ………………………………………………………………………………
4. Does Emma like strawberries? ………………………………………………………………………………
5. Does Paul like grapes? …………………………………………………………………………………………..
Fill in the gaps with the verb “to like” in the Present Simple in the positive and negative
forms.
1. Paul _______________ () apples but he ________________ () watermelon.
2. Emma _______________ () strawberries but she _________________ ()
oranges.
3. Pam and Sue ________________ () pears but they _________________ ()
grapes.
4. Emma _________________ () apples, and she also _________________ ()
pears.
5. Paul and Emma ________________ () apples but they _________________ ()
watermelon.
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Fill in the gaps with the verbs in brackets:
1.

I like ______ (go) out with friends.

2.

She doesn’t like ______ (play) any sport.

3.

He likes _______ (cook).

4.

She doesn’t like ________ (swim).

5.

I like ______ (dance).

6.

My mother likes ______ (sing).

7.

He doesn’t like ________ (dance).

8.

I like _______ (read) books.

Write down a sentence with each picture (use like, likes, don’t like, doesn’t like)

X
1.

.
2.

X
3

X

4.

7.

5.

6._

8. _ X

1. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Read the text and fill in the correct form of the verb “To Be”:
This is my class. There are four of us: Liz, Pam, Helen and me (Ben). We ___ sitting at the
desks now. We ___ having history now. Our teacher is Mr. Milton. He ___ standing in
front of the class. He ___ telling us about the ancient monuments in Greece and the main
events at that time. We ___ listening to our teacher with great interest because we plan
to go to Greece in summer and see these monuments. But Liz ___ not listening. She ___
dreaming about something. I think she ____ dreaming about her new computer.
Correct the mistakes:
1. I am watch a new film now.
______________________________________________________________________
2. My father are working in the garden now.
______________________________________________________________________
3. My mum is cook in the kitchen now.
______________________________________________________________________
4. Tom are swimming at the moment.
______________________________________________________________________
5. The boys is riding their bikes now.
______________________________________________________________________

Fill in the missing verbs in the brackets, using the present progressive tense:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dina is _________________(clean) her room at the moment.
Yossi _________________(play) football with his friends right now.
Look! Andy ________________(work) in the garden.
We ________________(read) a book. Please don't make noise.
Dan ________________(not listen) to CD's. He is watching the Mondial.
I_______________( not swim) in the pool. I ____________(rest) on the grass.
His sister __________________(write) a test.
I _______________(make) breakfast in the kitchen. Would you like something
special to eat?
9. ___________he _____________(speak) English at the moment? I
don't understand what he saying.
10. She _____________(wait) at the doctor's clinic.

